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Abstract: Since the 1980’s and 1990’s, engineering associations in Belgium have launched 
initiatives enabling engineers to engage themselves as volunteers in projects of development 
cooperation. Even in such a short span of time, these organisations have known a noticeable 
development, as well in the way development aid or development cooperation are conceived, 
as in their own way of operation. The article gives a status questionis of these organisations, 
interprets evolutions and differences, and concludes with initiatives in which “humanitarian 
engineering” is introduced in the initial training of engineers. 

Introduction. 

There were times that the Catholic Church in Belgium sent hundreds of men and women as 
missionaries to developing countries. There were times that Belgian young men could 
choose for a two years’ period as helper in development countries as an alternative for their 
(otherwise compulsory) eight or ten months of military service. The number of missionaries 
sent out by the Belgian Catholic Church has decreased dramatically in recent decades. And 
the compulsory draft of soldiers has been suspended since 1994. Yet the idea of people vol-
untarily spending time, energy and creativity in projects destined at helping people and 
communities in underserved areas of the world, has not disappeared. Among them also en-
gineers. 

This article will not deal with cases where engineers, as part of their employment in (com-
mercial) corporations with international activities, may get involved in projects having a “de-
velopment aid” component. Nor will it deal with development-centered NGO’s for whom en-
gineering tasks only occasionally become relevant. This article will on the contrary focus on 
organisations and projects where engineering is part of the core activities, and in which engi-
neers (or engineering students, or former engineers – but can one ever stop being an engi-
neer when one once has been one?) participate voluntarily. 

Something about the political context. 

Belgium is a country in Western Europe (Capital: Brussels) with 10.7 million inhabitants ap-
proximately. Some 60% is Dutch (or: Flemish) speaking by origin, some 40% is French 
speaking. These linguistic communities live rather separately (the Flemish region taking the 
Northern half of the country, Wallonia – the region where French is the official language – the 
Southern half. The region around Brussels (about 1 million inhabitants) and some other small 
communities located on the linguistic border separating both regions, are officially bilingual. 
There is furthermore a minority of about 74.000 people in the East of the country for whom 
German is the first language. Many political, educational, cultural, economic,… activities are 
regulated and organised rather separately based on either the territorial or the language-
oriented belongings of the involved groups or persons.  



I refer to this political situation because the different organisations working around “humani-
tarian engineering” are – they too – organised separately depending on the language of the 
participants. Collaboration between them was until now rather scarce – like is the case for 
many types of organisations which work in parallel in the different regions or communities. 

In Wallonia: Ingénieurs Assistance Internationale –  Ingénieurs sans Frontières (IAI-
ISF)1 

Its origins 

Two tracks of roots are at the basis of IAI-ISF. A first track was the initiative of engineering 
students especially from the Catholic University of Louvain-la-Neuve. Comparably to the 
origin of similar organisations in France (see Simon Paye’s article elsewhere in this issue), 
they started an organisation for technical assistance to developing countries, mainly from an 
idealistic motivation. The second track was formed in the realm of the engineering associa-
tion FABI in the 1980’s. One of the policy priorities of their president Jean-Marie Polet was to 
profile engineers as “responsible citizens”.2 Admittedly, this was inspired by a very optimistic 
image of technology and engineering: the belief that implanting technology in developing 
countries was to be the privileged way of fostering development. When describing the moti-
vation during these first years, president Polet used religious metaphors, with engineers be-
ing some kinds of high priests (or at least: missionaries) who would, by their actions, bring 
the blessings of technology to the local populations. Formally, both tracks joined with the 
integration of “Ingénieurs sans Frontières” with “Ingénieurs Assistance Internationale” (an 
organisation founded by the alumni organisations of the major engineering schools in Wal-
lonia) in 1997. 

The organisation was recognised as a NGO by the authoritative body DGCI (Directorat Gé-
néral pour la Coopération Internationale – the Belgian Federal Development Aid Agency) in 
2000. 

Further evolution and current activity. 

In France, Ingénieurs Sans Frontières seems to have remained mainly a student-based or-
ganisation (see Simon Paye’s text). The Belgian organisation has evolved in a different direc-
tion, the majority of the active members and collaborators being active engineers, or “young” 
retired engineers. IAI-ISF’s annual report for 2006 mentions 238 engineers registered in their 
databank, 75% of which are active engineers having at least 5 years of professional experi-
ence, 16% are retired, 9% are students or have less than 5 years experience. A large majori-
ty (78%) of the members had experience with working in developing countries. Of these 238 
members, 46 engineers were registered as “active” members, willing to engage themselves 
as volunteers in concrete projects. The domains of competencies for which they can apply, 
cover 36 areas. Among them, informatics (18 volunteers), construction engineering (16), en-
vironmental engineering (12), mechanics and agriculture (9 each) attract most candidates. 

Promotion of the activities of the organisation occurs through different ways. Presence of the 
organisation at events in the universities and other engineering schools is one of them. The 
“Philippe Carlier award” is granted to young engineers who did their master’s thesis on a top-
ic where societal and environmental aspects (especially taking into account circumstances in 
developing countries) take precedence over economic profit. Philippe Carlier was a young 
engineer who was killed during a mission as a IAI-ISF volunteer in Haiti in 2003. 

                                                 
1 Information concerning IAI-ISF was obtained from their website www.iai-isf.be (with their journal 
“Caravelle” and their annual reports), and through interviews with president Philippe Langouche, past-
president Jean Marie Polet, and active member Paul Van Damme. 
2 Interview with J.M. Polet, 10 February, 2009. 
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The annual budget of the association increased from about € 100.000 in 2002 to about € 
450.000 in 2006. The sources of financing come from membership fees, donations, and sub-
sidies from the European Union and the Belgian Federal Government – the latter category 
(subsidies from public authorities) representing the major part (about € 265.000 in 2006). On 
the cost side, one third of the budget was spent on staff and general operating costs; two 
thirds of the expenses were directly attributable to specific projects. A permanent staff of two 
fte covers administration and coordination. Management and the concrete follow-up and real-
isation of projects is carried out by active members. 

A recent development on the financial side is the recognition of the organisation by European 
authorities contributing to the financing of development projects on the condition that the or-
ganisations themselves cover half of the costs for specific projects. This would allow more 
and larger projects to be undertaken. Yet it imposes on the organisation the effort of collect-
ing funds in order to be able to provide the other half of the co-financing of these projects. 
Together with the management of the actual content of the projects, the handling of the fi-
nancial aspects will thus, in the future, ask more attention than it did until now. 

One peculiarity compared to other similar organisations (e.g. Ex-Change – see below), is the 
fact that quite a number of projects are treated without the volunteers actually going to visit 
the place of the project. If merely technical problems are at stake, help can in many cases be 
offered from a distance. IAI-ISF-engineers spend evenings making design drawings for de-
vices to be manufactured by local craftsmen. Some of these designs are made “ad hoc”. The 
organisation also offers a number of more or less standardised designs, for situations of 
problems which might occur more often in developing countries. These designs are made 
available through internet, so that other instances can also consult them. Among these avail-
able designs are:  

• guides for the manufacture of bucket pumps, of a plough, a wheelbarrow;  
• guides for the manufacture of soap, peanut butter,  
• guides for the manufacture of a rice peeling machine, a hand corn mill;  
• guides for the recycling of aluminium or plastic waste.3 

When working on “appropriate technologies” for developing countries, care has to be taken 
of the practical feasibility of manufacturing and maintaining the device in the target country. 
For technologies which rely heavily on craftsmanship, IAI-ISF collaborates with Codéart, an 
organisation specialised in this kind of technologies. 

Real “missions” with an IAI-ISF-volunteer going abroad, mostly involve missions where an 
investigation “on the spot” is necessary in order to frame the scope of the problem, and to get 
an image of the boundary conditions. This may involve the physical condition of the area 
(geographic relief, existing infrastructure), but also the preparation of discussions and deci-
sions with local authorities, concerned population groups or other stakeholders. Among the 
projects of the last few years are:  

• a preparatory study for drinking water supply in an urban zone in Kenge (DR Congo), 
and in a zone with a very low population density in Sarayaku (Ecuador) 

• an installation for peanut paste homogenisation in Haiti; dimensioning of storage 
tanks for edible oil in Benin; 

• construction of housing for Tibetan refugees in India; of a school and a dispensary in 
Zambia, 

• help in the starting up of plastic recovery and recycling networks in Kinshasa (DR 
Congo), in Burundi,… 

Volunteers accomplish these missions during their spare time or holidays. Travelling, insur-
ance and other general organisational costs are covered by IAI-ISF; the local partner covers 
the local costs (local transport, lodging, food,…).  
                                                 
3 http://www.iai-isf.be, “Documentation” tab. Gewijzigde



 

 

Engineers without Borders – International. 

IAI-ISF is member of “Engineers without Borders – International” (EWB): a cupola of similar 
organisations from different countries over the world. The Belgian branch holds the regional 
office for Europe. EWB has member organisations in 17 countries; there are “provisional 
member groups” in 11 countries, and there are 13 “start up groups”. Several of these groups 
are located Africa, Asia or Latin America (Bangladesh, Malawi, Burundi, Ecuador,…). The 
local branches in these countries are meant to be privileged contact points for projects in 
these countries. They can have a good insight in local circumstances, and be well-placed to 
get information on the seriousness of demands or proposals coming from local groups. In its 
short period of existence, EWB has gained credibility to the extent that organisations like 
UNESCO consider them as valid partners for consultation and collaboration. 

In Flanders: Ingenieurs zonder Grenzen (IzG) and Ex -Change 

Ingenieurs zonder Grenzen 4 

On the Flemish side, there are two large engineering organisations, distinct by the schooling 
background of their members. KVIV (Koninklijke Vlaamse Ingenieursvereniging – Royal 
Flemish Society of Engineers) gathers engineers having followed a five year academic train-
ing in universities or similar institutions. The members of VIK (Vlaamse Ingenieurskamer – 
Flemish Chamber of Engineers) followed a four years curriculum in institutes of higher edu-
cation outside universities. The difference in profile often lead to mutual competition between 
both organisations, based on a perceived “difference in level of education”. As a conse-
quence of the Sorbonne-Bologna-declarations on higher education in Europe, both engineer-
ing profiles will be recognised as “masters degrees”. One of the consequences is that the 
four-year curriculum for training of engineers (typical for members of VIK) will in the near fu-
ture be integrated into universities, which may eventually lead to a closer cooperation be-
tween VIK and KVIV. 

Both engineering associations started sister-organisations for “humanitarian engineering”. 
Within KVIV, the name of the organisation is most easily recognised as such: ‘Ingenieurs 
Zonder Grenzen” (IzG) (Engineers without borders). It was started in 1992. More than IAI-
ISF, IzG is seen as an organisation emanating from the engineering association. The official 
address of IzG is at KVIV’s house, and a staff member of KVIV offers logistic support to the 
functioning of IzG. 

The activities of IzG are very similar to those of IAI-ISF, be it on a smaller scale. The number 
of projects is much lower: some 35 missions in 15 years of activity. Among the projects of 
recent years: construction of a maternity in Ethiopia, planning of a schooling farm in Senegal, 
water boring in Niger, consulting for the equipment of a hospital for victims of the genocide in 
Burundi, planning and installation of a small hydro-electric plant in Ecuador. The number of 
missions may be too small to attach any statistical relevance to the data, but until now about 
half of the missions were carried out by young engineers, the other half by engineers in the 
first years after their retirement. IzG draws its financial resources exclusively from tax-
deductible donations (and the membership fees – but these are rather symbolic). The kinship 
between IzG and IAI-ISF was recently formalised by a mutual convention that the president 
or past-president of each of the organisations will participate as a member in the organisation 

                                                 
4 Information obtained from the website http://www.kviv.be/IZG/ and from correspondence with presi-
dent Benoît Braeckman. 
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of the other linguistic group. Jean-Marie Polet, past-president of IAI-ISF represents both the 
Flemish and the Walloon organisations at the international cupola ESB-International.   

 

Ex-Change 5 

The other Flemish engineering association, VIK, originally had an own “Ingenieurs-zonder-
Grenzen” branch. In 2001 however, VIK joined other organisations in the foundation of Ex-
Change (http://ex-change.be). Ex-Change was erected at the example of the Dutch PUM 
(Programma Uitzending Managers – Temporary Managers Program). They offer expert con-
sultancy to small and medium-size enterprises in developing countries, in the field of market-
ing, financial management, human resources, organisational development, technology and 
other managerial expertise. Technological expertise, which is the core business of IAI-ISF 
and IzG, is thus only one of the domains in which Ex-Change offers its services. In 2007, 
26% of the requests for support concerned technological support; together with general 
management tasks (31%), they cover the majority of the projects of Ex-Change. The other 
domains of expertise cover between 6 and 18% of the projects. Behind this broad range of 
activities, there is a firm belief that entrepreneurship and economic development (especially 
through small and medium-size enterprises) are key vehicles for reducing poverty. 

On the average, there are two volunteers per week who leave for an Ex-Change mission. In 
2007, Ex-Change realised 90 projects in 26 countries, with a clear focus on Africa and Latin-
America. The intention is concentrate the activities to fewer countries: less dispersed atten-
tion is believed to increase efficiency by taking profit of a better knowledge of local circum-
stances. Most realised projects are in the sectors of agriculture and food industries (26%) 
and tourism (23%), followed by “other services” (19%) and industry (16%). 

More than IzG, Ex-Change seeks structural links with governmental agencies (they are rec-
ognised as an NGO) or government-linked organisations (like the Flemish Inter-Universitary 
Council VLIR). A number of larger banks committed themselves as structural sponsors of Ex-
Change at least until 2010. The banking crisis which prevailed at the moment when this arti-
cle was written (February 2009) had until then not resulted in a withdrawal of the support. 
Finally, there are also regular forms of cooperation with other organisations, either in the 
realm of development aid (Oxfam, Managers without Borders, Close the Gap) or in the en-
trepreneurial world in Flanders (like Boerenbond (Farmers’ Ligue), UNIZO (Union of Inde-
pendent Entrepreneurs), VKW (Union of Christian Employers)). 

Financially, the budget of Ex-Change in 2007 was about € 300.000. 80% of the income came 
from subsidies by governmental institutions, the remainder coming mainly from the structural 
sponsors. Different from the other organisations, Ex-Change does not solicit small donations 
from individual citizens. 

In its organisation and internal structure, Ex-Change is very similar to the Dutch organisation 
PUM, after which Ex-Change was founded (see Figure). 

Local representatives form a network of contact points in the partner countries. Applicants 
can contact the organisation through them, and through them the organisation can gain in-
formation about the submitted projects and their backgrounds. The local representatives also 
form a first filter, taking care that only requests which are conform to the goals and criteria of 
Ex-Change can really be submitted. There are 28 of such local representatives: the majority 

                                                 
5 Information retrieved from the annual report 2007, the websites http://ex-change.be, 
http://www.pum.nl and through an interview with president Jacques Van Egten. 
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of them are natives of the country, some are immigrants from industrialised countries having 
a long experience in the country. 

 

 

Figure: The organisational structure of PUM, also used by Ex-Change (source of the figure: 
http://www.pum.nl). 

There are 13 country coordinators. They visit the local representatives twice per year. One of 
their tasks is to serve as interfaces between the local representatives in the partner coun-
tries, and the sector coordinators in Belgium, in order to find experts able and willing to re-
spond to the submitted applications. Sectors covered by the 11 sector coordinators comprise 
areas like horticulture, food processing, construction and architecture, but also education and 
training, microfinancing, and tourism. 

Finally, Ex-Change has a pool of 500 experts. Different from other organisations, where stu-
dents or young professionals often constitute a significant part of the involved collaborators, 
Ex-Change requires experts to have at least 10 years of relevant experience; the upper age 
limit is 70 years. These limits of age and experience also apply for the country coordinators 
and the sector coordinators. 

Among the projects realised the last few years are: 
• Consultancy for the composting of domestic waste in Arusha (Tanzania) 
• Consultancy for a cooperative association of 550 bee-keepers in Chili, who wanted 

their honey to be sold under a “Fair Trade” label in industrialised countries. The con-
sultancy involved the internal structure of the association as well as the processing of 
the honey. 

• Training of staff and business plan development for an electro-mechanical workshop 
in Awassa (Ethiopia) 

• … 

Comparison and reflections: On white elephants, and  how to avoid them… 

In the information about the described organisations and in the contacts with their delegates, 
a mixture of motivations and feelings appears. Sometimes one hears remnants of almost 
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White elephants  
 
“White elephants” is a term used to describe valuable 
possessions which its owner cannot dispose of, but the 
cost of which exceeds its usefulness. The term finds its 
origin in Southeast Asia (Thailand, the former Burma), 
where white elephants were seen as symbols of peace 
and prosperity under the king’s regime. Yet receiving a 
white elephant as a present was an embarrassing situ-
ation: one is supposed to be thankful, one cannot re-
fuse it or dispose of it, but its lodging and feeding and 
the hospitality with which one is supposed to receive 
guests and visitors, entail huge costs. In development 
aid, the term is coined to describe situations where 
development projects – even if “given” by rich countries 
– appear inoperable in the concrete local situation, and 
are more a burden than a blessing… 

romantic forms of idealism: one wants to do “something good”. In all instances, there is the 
care of letting professional competences work towards efficacy and optimal efficiency: the 
belief that technical or business professionals can deliver better work than mere amateurs. 
Ex-Change watches over the professionalism by requiring a minimum of ten years of relevant 
professional experience for being accepted as a volunteer; the other organisations accept 
young professionals for projects where their initial training and short experience is supposed 
to be sufficient. All organisations value the experience of recently retired volunteers as a 
possible asset. 

In the early years of ISF, the idealism behind the organisations’ activities was supported by 
the conviction that the mere transfer of western technology towards developing countries 
would self-evidently and inevitably be beneficial for the “receiving” populations. In all organi-
sations, this self-evident belief in unidirectional transfer is now abandoned. The “receiving 
populations” are now called “partners”. In the discourse on the associations’ activities, there 
is often some reluctance in the use of the word “mission” for the description of the volunteers’ 
visits to the partner countries – “missions” often carrying the connotation of asymmetry, a 
unidirectional transfer, even with remnants of a religious zeal of conversion. The organisa-
tions now consciously avoid such an image of their activities to appear. 

This change in attitude is not only the result of a general shift in view concerning international 
relationship (from “development aid” to “international collaboration towards development”). It 
is also fed by a series of cases which became publicly known as “white elephants”: onerous 
projects under an official label of “development aid” which afterwards appear inoperable in 
the concrete local circumstances (be it by a lack of supporting infrastructure, lack of know-
how for operation and maintenance, lack of a local market for the products,…). These “white 
elephants” were the more criticised when it appeared that companies from industrialised 
countries were often among the few instances which eventually profited from the original in-
vestment. 

The organisations try to avoid these 
“white elephants” or similar asymme-
tries, by watching over the source of 
the project proposals. As a principle, 
there must be local partners at the 
origin. Typically, these local partners 
are small enterprises or other local 
organisations. Occasionally, the initia-
tive comes from local authorities or 
from Belgian individuals or organisa-
tions having contacts with groups in 
developing countries. Anyway, as the 
described organisations mostly en-
gage in smaller projects, the risk of 
their being linked to projects which are 
inappropriate by being disproportion-
ately large, is limited.  

Besides the avoidance of flagrant cases of inappropriate projects, the organisations take into 
account the durability potential of the projects. In the project application forms (to be found 
on the websites of the organisations), questions are asked as to the past activities of the ap-
plicants, the business plans, and the backing by diverse kinds of stakeholders. In cases 
where credible local contact persons are available (e.g. through the Ex-Change network), 
these persons can provide additional information for the assessment of the application. A 
reasonably stable operation of the applicant in previous years may also be an indicator for 
the credibility of the demand. Obstacles for forming a sound judgment on the capacities of 



the partner may come from poorly developed accountancy practices in some regions, or from 
other administrative “deficiencies” (compared to standards in industrialised regions), like the 
absence of an official land register.   

Activities which come into account for being supported by the Belgian organisations, are fur-
thermore screened referring to criteria which typically fall under the ideas of “sustainable de-
velopment”. All of them have projects in the field of agriculture, food production and pro-
cessing. All have projects in the fields of medicine, hygiene, sanitation, water supply. As a 
principle, quality standards for these projects (e.g. for drinking water) should comply with 
internationally accepted standards. Furthermore, environmental aspects are taken into con-
sideration, be it by using resource or energy-friendly technologies, or by appropriate solu-
tions for the collection, treatment, disposal or recycling of waste. In several projects, an as-
pect of education and training was implemented (either the schooling of the local youth, or 
the training of staff for the specific project). All organisations mentioned that they would not 
cooperate in projects involving weapons production. 

Together with the economic viability of the projects, these considerations are well in line with 
criteria for judging development like developed by Nobel prize winner Amartya Sen (1999), or 
which intervene in composite development indicators like the Human Development Index as 
used by the United Nations Development Programme UNDP. 

Especially in the model like used by Ex-Change and PUM, where private companies appear 
on both sides of the cooperation chain, participating in humanitarian programs appears to be 
a way for companies from Northern countries to realise or to exhibit their vision on corporate 
social responsibility. This may be in the form of sponsorship, but also e.g. by continuing to 
pay members of their staff while they are carrying out humanitarian projects, by putting 
equipment at the disposal of projects, etc. In a limited number of cases, industrial companies 
from Northern countries seemed to have ulterior motives in supporting specific projects, as 
they hoped the receiving communities to become potential clients or suppliers for their own 
business. As a principle this does not have to be problematic if the project indeed increases 
the level of development and freedom of the receiving community. Yet it raises the question 
of the instrumentalisation of such cooperation, and of the risk of the local communities to 
become dependent on very specific activities. 

The confrontation with a different culture may be a peculiar experience for anyone visiting 
other countries. This experience seems to be the more confronting when having to work “pro-
fessionally” (also if it is as a volunteer) in that country. Some of the elements encountered by 
engineers during their missions had to do with: 

- differences in the conception of “property”. One does not necessarily have to think here 
of theft of destruction of private property, but rather of situations where there is no tradi-
tion of having a piece of territory as “private property”. Land can then be considered to be 
common good, and it may be difficult to isolate and occupy a certain surface for one spe-
cific purpose or for one particular person or group of persons; 

- differences in decision taking structures. Decisions are not always taken on the basis of 
rational deliberation of facts and interests. The content and the speed of decision taking 
may depend on the respect of rituals, or on deliberative procedures in local communities. 
Occasionally, interference by (legitimate or other) local powers may obstruct or delay de-
cision taking; 

- differences in attitude towards labour. In some cultures labour is merely seen on a “suffi-
ciency” basis. Specific family structures may add up to this, when the fruit of the labour of 
one person is automatically seen as belonging to the family (with the sometimes broad 
conceptions of “family” which may occur). In some cases, preference was given to work-



ing with women, insofar as local traditions may confer to women specific tasks or respon-
sibilities in the procurement and guardianship of the goods of a family; 

- differences as to the feeling of time and space being “available” for human activity. Some 
areas may be seen as “inaccessible”, not for physical or practical reasons, but e.g. be-
cause they are linked to the cult of ancestors; similarly, some days or periods may be re-
served for “activities” linked to religious or other cultural traditions. Homogenisation of 
time and space as prerequisites for technological development like thematised by Lewis 
Mumford, becomes here a very relevant factor. 

During the early years of “Ingénieurs sans Frontières”, these cultural factors would have 
been seen as mere obstacles to be removed. Nowadays, the existence of these factors is 
accepted, and often appreciated. The humanitarian engineering organisations try to prepare 
their volunteers to meeting these differences, by sharing their experiences, or by having 
country coordinators meticulously informing the participants. Occasionally, it was reported 
that local groups were in a similar way prepared to the cultural differences they were to meet 
when receiving an engineer from a European country. 

Some final considerations. 

There were times when European engineers went to Africa, Asia or Latin America with an 
attitude of missionaries wanting to convert and initiate the autochthonous populations to the 
blessings of Western technologies. There were times when they had some romantic boy-
scout attitude, intrigued by exoticism and primitivism, driven by the desire of doing “good 
deeds”. Nowadays, a more mature, pragmatic, professional and often business-like attitude 
prevails in the organisations described in this article. Yet the idealism has not disappeared, 
and the conviction that economic and technological development will be beneficial for the 
living conditions of until now poor populations is still present in the individual and collective 
motivation of these engineers. But the vision of unilateral “technology transfer”, even if miti-
gated by the elaboration of “appropriate technologies for developing countries”, has made 
room for a vision in which “partnership” has become a key word. At least a symbolic expres-
sion of this changing attitude is the fact that for a few projects of Ex-Change, it was not the 
engineer who travelled to the developing country to work on a situation, but a partner from 
the applicant party who came to our countries to follow a training in one of the organisation’s 
business partners. All organisations now rather speak of “exchange” instead of mere “trans-
fer”.  

Authoritative bodies in the education of engineers try to raise the attention of students for this 
field of activities. Examples are known of groups of civil engineering students of the 
Katholieke Hogeschool Sint-Lieven going to South-Africa for a month, to work together at the 
construction of a school building. Other students made their master’s thesis on the cartog-
raphy of water availability in a region in Uganda. The VLIR (Vlaamse Interuniversitaire Raad 
– Flemish Interuniversitary Council – the official cupola of universities in Flanders) has a sec-
tion for Development Cooperation, promoting the collaboration of universities worldwide. One 
of their recent initiatives is the “Sharing Knowledge” project: students from developing coun-
tries who are in Belgium for postgraduate or doctoral studies, are invited for lectures and 
teaching sessions for Belgian students, where they can bear witness of the possibility of mu-
tual exchange. 

List of abbreviations 

Codéart Coopération au Développement de l’Artisanat. Association for cooperation in the field of 
crafts. http://www.codeart.org 

EWB Engineers Without Borders – International. http://www.ewb-international.org. 
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FABI Fédération des Associations Belges d’Ingénieurs – Federation of Belgian Engineering 
Associations. Organisation of academically trained engineers (5 years university studies). 
http://www.fabi.be 

IAI Ingénieurs Assistance Internationale. http://www.isf-iai.be 

ISF Ingénieurs Sans Frontières (Engineers without Borders – French speaking) 

IzG Ingenieurs zonder Grenzen (Engineers without Borders – Flemish speaking) 
http://www.kviv.be/IZG/ 

KVIV Koninklijke Vlaamse Ingenieursvereniging (Royal Flemish Association of Engineers). Or-
ganisation of academically trained engineers (5 years university studies). 
http://www.kviv.be 

VIK Vlaamse Ingenieurskamer (Flemish Chamber of Engineers). Organisation of engineers 
with a 4 year training in Institutes of Higher Education outside universities. 
http://www.vlaamseingenieurskamer.be 

VLIR Vlaamse Interuniversitaire Raad (Flemish Interuniversitary Council). Official concertation 
platform for universities in the Dutch speaking part of Belgium. One section of VLIR is 
dedicated to development cooperation. See http://www.vliruos.be 
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